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Effective cyber risk management should include the use of insurance not only to transfer cyber
risk but also to provide incentives for insured enterprises to invest in cyber self-protection.
Research indicates that asymmetric information, correlated loss, and interdependent security
issues make this difficult if insurers cannot monitor the cybersecurity efforts of the insured
enterprises. To address this problem, this paper proposes the Cyber Risk Scoring and Mitigation
(CRISM) tool, which estimates cyberattack probabilities by directly monitoring and scoring
cyber risk based on assets at risk and continuously updated software vulnerabilities. CRISM also
produces risk scores that allow organisations to optimally choose mitigation policies that can
potentially reduce insurance premiums.
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Introduction
Losses from malicious cyber events are the result of deliberate actions by intelligent
attackers who can adapt and change tactics as defences are implemented to inflict damage
on organisations. The market for cyber insurance1 is growing but has been limited by
multiple issues, such as asymmetric information, correlated losses, and interdependent
security. These issues also hinder carriers from using lower insurance premiums to reward
appropriate cybersecurity investments by policyholders.2
Various researchers have argued that the lack of historical data plagues the development
of the cyber insurance market. However, the dynamic nature of cyberattacks and rapid
adaptation of the attackers poses another problem: the half-life of historical cyber data in
effectively quantifying cyber risk and determining premiums is short.3 A dynamic method
for directly monitoring and measuring cyber risk beyond historical data is required. This
1
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paper proposes the Cyber Risk Scoring and Mitigation (CRISM) tool, which allows
insurers to reduce informational disadvantages. CRISM maps an organisation’s systems
and networks, ranks asset importance, identifies vulnerabilities using a continuously
updated external source, and then computes Bayesian probabilities to generate attack
graphs to produce risk scores that incorporate vulnerability scores and asset importance
related to the vulnerability.
CRISM can be compared to devices installed in vehicles that monitor exactly what a
specific driver is doing instead of basing the driver’s risk on historical data and other rough
underwriting measures. In effect, this direct monitoring can substantially reduce insurer
informational disadvantages and allow premiums to be based on the individual insured
rather than on risk pool averages. This paper deems such direct monitoring methods even
more essential to market development of cyber insurance compared to auto insurance,
where historical data and indirect risk proxies are effective underwriting measures. CRISM
reduces the information advantage that both insureds and cybercriminals have relative to
the insurer. With CRISM, an organisation would work with the insurer as a trusted partner
in managing cyber risk. Insured organisations can also use CRISM risk scores to determine
optimal cyber risk mitigation.
The following section documents the difficulty insurers face in using lower premiums as
incentives for insureds to invest in effective cyber risk mitigation. The subsequent section
offers an overview of the cyber insurance market followed by a terminology section that
defines important terms, including those applied in the security area but not commonly
used for risk management and insurance research. Then the CRISM tool is described in
detail, while the final section concludes and suggests potential research directions that build
on this paper.

Cyber insurance and incentives for investing in cyber risk mitigation
As for other types of insurance, cyber insurers face adverse selection and moral hazard.
These are asymmetric information problems where the insured has an information
advantage over the insurer concerning the insured’s risk. Adverse selection is a hidden
information problem where the organisation knows more about its own risk than the
insurer, making it difficult for the insurer to charge a risk-based premium. Moral hazard is a
hidden action problem where the insurer cannot observe the insured’s actions after the
policy is issued. The incentive is for the insured not to implement or maintain sufficient
cyber risk mitigation actions because the costs are being shared with the insurer.2
Insurers can mitigate these information disadvantages by expending effort on
understanding the insured risk. Underwriting to alleviate the adverse selection problem
by understanding an organisation’s cyber risk profile can include a detailed cybersecurity
questionnaire and on-site risk assessments that include physical and technical analysis of
the organisation’s networks. To overcome the moral hazard problem, a cyber insurer needs
to invest in methods that allow near continuous observation of the organisation’s network
while premiums are updated periodically based on the organisation maintaining
cybersecurity measures. Some insurers partner with third-party firms to perform this
ongoing monitoring of organisations.2 Majuca et al.2 argue that IT departments have
devoted too much effort to the impossible task of avoiding risks instead of applying the full
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complement of risk management techniques that include the optimal balance of risk
retention, mitigation, and transfer.
An important cyber risk management question is the relation between buying insurance
and the amount of self-protection provided by the insured. Ehrlich and Becker4 show that a
risk-based pricing signal for insurance encourages firms to increase self-protection. In other
words, an incentive of lower insurance costs results in insureds investing more in
mitigating the insured risk. Additional difficulties facing cyber insurers are correlated cyber
losses and interdependent security, which can create externalities providing an incentive
for organisations to freeride on other organisations that do invest in cybersecurity. Cyber
losses can be correlated because organisations are connected by networks running similar
software platforms. Interdependent security means that an organisation’s cybersecurity
depends not only on its own cybersecurity posture but also on effective cybersecurity being
implemented by other organisations. Böhme2 argues that correlated loss issues prevent
cyber insurance from evolving into a mature market. One main problem is the difficulty in
observing whether an organisation maintains effective security measures, which prevents
insurers from offering discounts to encourage those measures. Ogut et al.2 find that
interdependent security can cause firms that buy cyber insurance to invest less in cyber risk
mitigation than socially optimal if the insurer cannot observe the organisation’s selfprotection efforts. They find that providing lower premiums induces greater self-protection
only if the insurer can observe the self-protection level. Schwartz et al.5 investigate
interdependent security in which an organisation’s security can be dependent on a
malicious actor in the network. The findings suggest that if malicious actors buy insurance
and their security practices cannot be monitored, then cyber insurers have no incentive to
base the insurance premium on the security practices of any users. They argue that a way to
overcome this issue is the monitoring of insureds’ cybersecurity practices by a third party
who is trusted by insurer and insured.
In summary, the research covered in this section implies that a main impediment to the
sustainable development of a sustainable cyber insurance market is the inability of insurers
to monitor the insured’s cybersecurity measures. This paper proposes CRISM as a tool for
potentially overcoming this obstacle.

Cyber insurance issues
Research on the insurability of cyber risk has mainly developed in the computer science
and IT disciplines. Gordon et al.2 address the asymmetric information issues of adverse
selection and moral hazard that hinder the development of the cyber insurance market.
Böhme2 describes how the near monoculture of software platforms results in correlation of
cyber losses that slows the development of a cyber insurance market. Ogut et al.2
investigate the difficulties caused by interdependent security, meaning that cybersecurity
for an organisation depends on the actions/inactions of other organisations. Marotta et al.6
investigate the difficulties of cyber insurance growing into a mature insurance market.
4
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In one of the few papers from the risk management and insurance literature, Biener
et al.7 analyse the insurability of cyber risk using the Berliner8 criteria and conclude that
most problems of the insurability criteria are related to randomness of loss occurrence,
information asymmetry, and cover limits. Risks that are problematic to insure are those that
are correlated, suffer from lack of data, and are dynamic. Cyber risks by their nature are
prone to moral hazard and adverse selection. Insurers mitigate these uncertainties with a
higher safety loading added to premium, lower cover limits, and increased exclusions,
resulting in polices that cover a small portion of cyber losses incurred by organisations.
Cyber insurance was first introduced to the market in 1997.9 In terms of mechanism and
functionality, cyber insurance has become much like other traditional insurance products.
Typical cyber insurance policies include first-party coverages that indemnify insureds for
remediation, notification, and other incurred expenses and third-party coverage for losses
caused to third parties and related legal expenses. However, cyber insurance providers are
struggling to assess cyber risk. A survey conducted by Risk Management Solutions
(RMS)10 shows that there are a wide variety of indicators used by different insurers, and
underwriting often consists of questionnaires and interviews. Other types of insurance, such
as auto and life, do not require complicated underwriting procedures because they are
mature products backed up by historical data that are an effective predictor of future losses,
which greatly mitigates the uncertainty in risk exposure faced by insurers.
A survey carried out by the SANS Institute11 indicates that most cyber insurance
underwriting practices today primarily rely on underwriters’ experience and judgement. In
other words, since cyber insurers do not have sufficient useful data regarding cyber risk or
possess sophisticated cyber risk assessment techniques, information regarding the insured
is opaque, and the link between cyber incidents and financial losses is not well established.
This leads to high premium rates or limited coverage because the potential losses caused by
moral hazard and adverse selection need to be taken into consideration during pricing to
maintain insurers’ profitability. In addition, coverages with high limits are rarely available
in the cyber insurance market as insurers want to avoid high exposure. As a result, the
insureds who need high limits must stack up multiple policies (to form so-called ‘‘tower
policies’’), which is usually a suboptimal solution because the coverages provided by
different policies are misaligned most of the time.
Even with the previously described difficulties, the cyber insurance market is gaining an
increasing number of insurance companies that are attracted by a potentially large market.
Aon12 used 2016 accounting statements for cyber insurers doing business in the U.S. and
found that on average the cyber insurance line was profitable. Total U.S. cyber insurance
premiums increased 30 per cent to USD 1.34 billion with 29 new entrants writing cyber
insurance in 2016 for a total of 138 insurers. With the complications of determining riskbased premiums, this substantial increase of insurers entering the cybermarket is
7
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worrisome. The equivalent of a ‘‘cyber hurricane’’ could have dire consequences for
insurers and insureds. Lloyds13 poses a plausible cyber catastrophe scenario resulting in a
USD 243 billion to USD 1 trillion economic impact on the U.S. economy and USD 21.4 to
USD 71.4 billion dollars in insured losses. Even a smaller loss could reverse the number of
insurers jumping into the market and likely make more organisations willing to implement
a direct monitoring system that allows full and effective cyber risk management. The
terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in 2001 collapsed the market for terrorism
insurance until the U.S. government got involved as insurer of last resort to cap the
maximum amount of insurer claims paid in future terrorist attacks. A similar scenario could
occur as a result of catastrophic cyber losses.
Until insurers can better handle asymmetric information, correlated loss, interdependent
security, and historical cyber data issues, organisations will not be fully satisfied with cyber
insurance policies. In addition, without the ability to monitor cyber defence efforts, insurers
will not lower insurance premiums to reward enterprises for improved cybersecurity, which
is an impediment to effective cyber risk management. Developing a protocol to maintain
business continuity and to recover expeditiously from a cyber loss requires a comprehensive ex ante assessment of the cyber risks posed by an enterprise’s cyber infrastructure. The
CRISM tool described later can potentially alleviate these issues.
Cyber insurance can be an effective way to improve resilience because it speeds up the
process of recovery from financial losses, helps insured entities resume daily operations
swiftly after cyber incidents, and can promote improved cybersecurity if informational
issues can be overcome.

Terminology
After a review of the cyber risk literature, this paper adopts the ‘‘cyber risk’’ definition of
Cebula and Young14 and used by cyber insurance researchers in the risk management and
insurance literature, such as Biener et al.7: ‘‘operational risks to information and
technology assets that have consequences affecting the confidentiality, availability, or
integrity of information or information systems’’.
To be effective, cyber risk management and insurance require cooperation across
disciplines. Such necessary collaboration entails terminology confusion. The terms ‘‘peril’’
and ‘‘hazard’’ are used in the insurance literature, with ‘‘peril’’ meaning the immediate
‘‘cause of loss’’. Insurance policies name perils that are covered, such as fire, or those that
are excluded, such as flood. A ‘‘hazard’’ is defined as ‘‘a condition that increases the
frequency or severity of a loss’’,15 for example, oily rags increase the likelihood of loss by
fire. This paper uses terms from the security field that do not exactly map to insurance
terminology.16 ‘‘Vulnerability’’ is a flaw or weakness in software or hardware design that
results in loss of confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA triad). ‘‘Threat’’ is
potential for a specific vulnerability to be exploited.
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Information security risks are evolving with classification schemes most mature in the
computer science and engineering literature. Jouini et al.17 aggregate various cyber risk
taxonomies into the two main categories of ‘‘external and internal’’ with further
subcategorisation levels: ‘‘human, environmental, and technological; malicious and nonmalicious; and accidental and intentional’’. The CRISM tool is designed for directly
monitoring and scoring cyber risks based on continuously updated software vulnerabilities
related to these seven categories under the ‘‘human, malicious, intentional’’ classification
by Jouini et al.17: ‘‘destruction of information, corruption of information, theft, illegal
usage, disclosure of information, denial of use, and elevation of privilege’’.

Advantages of CRISM over other tools
The goal of a risk assessment tool for cyber insurance is to perform quantitative assessment of
exploitability and impact of attack surfaces within the cyber infrastructure. The following list
gives five key requirements for an effective cyber risk assessment tool gathered by the authors
from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) publications.18,16
Automatic discovery of vulnerabilities: due to constantly evolving attack surfaces, there is
a need to discover the presence of exploitable vulnerabilities on a daily basis.
Lateral propagation analysis: adversaries exploit a chain of vulnerabilities to reach the
attack goal, requiring analysis of the propagation of attackers through the chain of
exploits. The analysis provides information on stepping stones, pivot points, attack paths,
and vulnerable nodes, which in turn provides insights into potential strategies employed
by adversaries.
Security metrics: the quantification of attack surfaces based on exploitability and impact
analysis is required to develop baseline security risk scores. These metrics aid the decision
maker in developing effective risk management policies.
Prioritised mitigation plan: the mitigation plan should provide an ordered list of
vulnerabilities to patch or apply security controls to achieve a desired security score.
Compliance with a cybersecurity framework: NIST provides a policy framework for
organisations to assess and enhance their ability to prevent, detect, and respond to attacks.
Cyber risk assessment tools should take the recommendations of the framework into
consideration for assessment of cyber risks.
There are several other cybersecurity risk assessment tools that provide a subset of the
above requirements, but none satisfy all requirements. Tools such as Nessus, SAINT, open
vulnerability assessment system (OpenVAS), and Nikto only perform key requirement (1)
very well. Core Impact, Nexpose, Metasploit, and Qualys only perform (1) and (4) very
well, while Bitsight and SecurityScorecard rate high on (1) and (3).19 In the following
sections, we describe how CRISM meets each of the requirements.20
17
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Modelling description
CRISM provides an end-to-end automated capability to provide security scores and
prioritised mitigation plans for cyber infrastructure. Based on the definitions provided
previously, CRISM models threats that have potential to exploit vulnerabilities. The same
vulnerability can be exploited by multiple threats. First, vulnerabilities are identified, and
then the potential of exploiting these vulnerabilities, which are termed threats, is
determined. Next, CRISM models the likelihood of the presence of threats, meaning the
likelihood of exploiting the vulnerabilities, with different threats representing differing
likelihoods of exploiting the vulnerabilities. The vulnerabilities in cyber systems and
networks need to be identified because they increase the potential of threat exploitation.
The ability to estimate and rank the impact of the attacks based on the importance of the
assets being targeted is becoming increasingly crucial.
CRISM models specific threats by developing attack graphs.21 The analysis of the attack
graphs provides insight into attack surfaces and contributes to better understanding of cyber
risk. Attack graph analysis looks beyond threat detection to focus on minimising the impact
of threats. The data generated from vulnerability assessments are fed into a risk model to
quantify the impact of the vulnerability. The identification of threats to the cyber
infrastructure will necessitate developing security metrics to better ascertain the impact of
the threats and the resultant response.
Cybersecurity risk modelling is an emerging research topic with no well-founded model
to develop quantifiable metrics. This paper proposes security risk modelling to produce
metrics such as security risk scores that allow the impact of threats to be ranked. With the
availability of security metrics, enterprises can develop mitigation policies to ensure
operational resiliency in the presence of cyber threats.
Cyber Risk Scoring and Mitigation (CRISM) tool
Figure 1 illustrates the five phases of the CRISM tool, which uses Bayesian attack graphs
to measure security risk. CRISM is built over a platform optimised for vulnerability
detection, attack graph analysis, and risk assessment that produces cyber risk scores. The
platform can handle diverse network configurations and dynamic scaling. The tool also
provides options to choose among several risk assessment models for generating,
analysing, and evaluating attack paths based on security requirements for both cloud and
non-cloud configurations. CRISM provides quantitative risk assessment and categorises
attack paths based on the impact of vulnerabilities being exploited, and can illustrate the
security risk scores via different visual metaphors, which allows practitioners to process
information at several levels of granularity.
CRISM is implemented in five phases. In the first phase, CRISM maps the physical/
virtual systems and networks. This phase is implemented using Network Mapper (Nmap),

Footnote 20 continued
telematics in determining auto insurance premiums where the continuously monitored actual behaviour of the
specific policyholder is added as a factor in determining the premium (Baecke and Bocca, 2017).
21
An attack graph models system security vulnerabilities and all potential sequences through which the
vulnerabilities can be exploited.
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Figure 1.

Five phases of the Cyber Risk Scoring and Mitigation (CRISM) tool.

which uses network probes to discover network topology and identify hosts, ports, and
services.
The second phase of CRISM identifies vulnerabilities in the target environment. CRISM
uses the OpenVAS to scan the network and detect vulnerabilities in every host. The
OpenVAS project maintains a public feed of network vulnerability tests (NVTs). Based on
the services it discovers through the scanning process, OpenVAS performs real attack tests
using the NVTs to gather the vulnerability information. The common vulnerability scoring
system (CVSS) provides score information for the vulnerabilities.22 Finally, CRISM
combines the network, hosts, port, service, and vulnerability information in a report.
In the third phase, an attack graph is automatically generated based on the vulnerabilities
identified by the second phase.23 Other state-of-the-art attack graph models make several
assumptions that render the calculation of security risk ineffective. For instance, some
attack graph models assume known starting points to launch an attack, which is usually not
a reasonable assumption in the light of insider attacks when it is not clear how and where
the attack originated. An incorrect assumption of where the attack is launched can easily
change the risk rank in an attack graph. Other attack graph models ignore the importance of
the asset to the overall domain while evaluating risk. In such models, risks are not
normalised, so they cannot be compared and ranked. CRISM considers where the attack
originated and normalises risks by incorporating the importance of assets in determining
vulnerability scores.
The attack graphs are generated based on results of actual exploits conducted on the
cyber infrastructure, not just by looking up the discovered software in vulnerability
databases as is done by most vulnerability scanners. CRISM conducts actual exploits on the
target machines. A successful exploit indicates that a known vulnerability can be truly
exploited even if the information is not present in the vulnerability database.

22
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CRISM uses the open source multi-host multi-stage vulnerability (MulVal) analysis
language to generate the attack graph. First, the scanning result of OpenVAS is analysed
and the topology and vulnerability information is extracted, then data from the National
Vulnerability Database (NVD) and CVSS mentioned earlier are leveraged to collect the
scores of the risks.24
The attack graph model incorporates asset importance and vulnerability scores. The
authors developed an algorithm based on PageRank to compute asset values. For example,
the impact of exploiting vulnerability X on Node A vs on Node B depends on the
importance of the nodes. Node A may represent a system used across the enterprise,
whereas Node B use may be limited to a single department. To determine vulnerability
scores, CRISM again draws on the CVSS. The Common Vulnerabilities Exposures
(CVEs)25 dictionary is used to acquire the unique identifiers for known vulnerabilities. The
authors developed a technique to combine the vulnerability scores and asset values into an
attack graph model for assets before they are subject to known vulnerabilities.
In the fourth phase, CRISM computes Bayesian probabilities to generate Bayesian attack
graphs. In particular, the authors adapt the notion of Bayesian belief networks to encode the
contribution of different security conditions during system compromise.
CVSS can be used to produce a score that includes the likelihood of a vulnerability being
exploited. The three components of the score are determined by base, temporal, and
environmental metrics.26 The base metric reflects vulnerability characteristics that do not
change across user environments and through time. The temporal metric represents scores
that can vary over time but are constant across user environments. The environmental
metric reflects vulnerability characteristics that apply to a specific user environment. A
simplified base metric example follows to illustrate how the likelihood of a vulnerability
being exploited by an attacker is estimated:
Exploitability ¼ 2  AccessVector  AccessComplexity  Authentication;

ð1Þ

where the 2 in the equation normalises values between 0 and 1; AccessVector represents
the way the vulnerability can be exploited, such as requiring local, adjacent network, or
network accessibility; AccessComplexity represents the complexity required for the

24

25

26
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Figure 2.

Example of Bayesian attack graph modelling in CRISM.

vulnerability to be exploited; and Authentication indicates how many instances of
authentication are required to exploit the vulnerability.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of a Bayesian attack graph to model the exploitability of
vulnerabilities in three connected servers (web, database, and proxy servers). The nodes
(A–C) represent software applications running on a computing device (such as a server)
with the remote attacker represented by D. The edges (indicated by arrows connecting
nodes) represent the presence of exploitable vulnerabilities. Each of the three servers can
host several software applications, and each application can have multiple exploitable vulnerabilities reported in the CVSS. The number on each edge represents the probability of
exploitability of the vulnerability. For the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality,
each server is assumed to be running one software application with each application having
one vulnerability. We assume that the goal of attacker D is to compromise the web server
(A). The attacker can reach A by either compromising the vulnerability in B or the
vulnerability in C.
Pr(D) is the probability of D attacking the network and is estimated to be 0.7 in this
example, which is derived based on past attacks. A base exploitability score for the
exploitability of node A from node B is determined from CVSS where in this example
AccessVector = 1 (indicating that just network accessibility is required), AccessComplexity = 0.71 (indicating low complexity), and Authentication = 0.45 (indicating that
multiple instances of authentication are required). Using these values in Equation (1), the
probability of exploitability of Node A from Node B is 2 * 1 * 0.71 * 0.45 ^ 0.64. The
probabilities on the other edges are calculated in a similar manner. Pr(B) is computed as
Pr(B|D = 1) * Pr(D = 1) = 0.85 * 0.7 = 0.60.
Pr(C)
is
computed
as
Pr(C|D = 1) * Pr(D = 1) = 0.7 * 0.7 = 0.49. Pr(A) is the joint unconditional probability
of exploiting Node A from either Node B or C: Pr(A) = 0.64 * Pr(B) * Pr(D) ? 1 * Pr(C)
* Pr(D) = 0.64 * 0.6 * 0.7 ? 1 * 0.49 * 0.7 = 0.61.
In the fifth phase, CRISM analyses the Bayesian attack graphs to compute the overall
risk scores with this output illustrated in Figure 3, which shows the risk scores for two
network segments. The top half of Figure 3 indicates the overall risk scores for each
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Figure 3.

Comparative risk scores output by the fifth phase of CRISM.

network segment. A score of ‘0’ indicates no cyber risk and a score of ‘10’ indicates
maximum cyber risk. The bottom half of the figure indicates the risk scores for each of the
servers and software within the network segments. Most vulnerability scanners and
penetration testing software provide scores. However, they do not provide a prioritised
mitigation plan that provides recommendations on improving the scores. CRISM provides
an ordered list of vulnerabilities that need to be patched to improve the score. This is also a
process to gain insight into how the effectiveness of patching vulnerabilities affects the
security score. Organisations can prioritise patching vulnerabilities based on the impact on
the overall security score. CRISM can benchmark across various enclaves in an
organisation to observe the variability in risk scores. In addition, the interplay between
patching the vulnerabilities and changes to the risk score provides insight into factors
contributing to the overall risk score.
What has just been described addresses the problem of developing cyber risk assessment
to compute security risk scores for known vulnerabilities in enterprise systems. The
availability of reliable and trustworthy risk metrics facilitates optimal choice of mitigation
policies and reallocation of assets to minimise damage from cyberattacks. The development of this risk assessment capability involves understanding attack surfaces impacting
systems and networks, which is achieved by identifying and continuously monitoring
attack surfaces present in the hardware, software, virtualised systems, networks, and other
areas for service providers and consumers. CRISM models specific cyber threats by
analysing various attack paths to provide insight into the attack surfaces and contribute to
better understanding of cyber risk. CRISM looks beyond detection of specific known
vulnerabilities and focuses on the mitigation of the vulnerabilities.
Attack graph modelling techniques are employed to represent possible external or internal
attacks. This type of modelling provides insights into the cost of fixing vulnerabilities, the
vulnerabilities that need to be patched first, and the ranking of attack surfaces that are valuable
to attackers. For instance, the model provides an optimal set of vulnerabilities that the
administrator can patch to protect an asset with the least effort. It is critical for the security
administrators to use risk scores to prioritise patches based on the importance of the assets. For
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providing estimates of attack probabilities, CRISM draws on a database that is continuously
updated as threats evolve to bypass the insurers’ problem of historical data being made
irrelevant by the dynamic nature of cyber threats. CRISM provides the ability to monitor
enterprise networks and provide information that allows insurers to more reliably use riskbased pricing to incentivise investment in effective cybersecurity measures.

Conclusion
The demand for cyber insurance is growing, but insurers are wary of expanding coverage
due to lack of credible data, interdependent security, asymmetric information issues such as
adverse selection and moral hazard, and the potential for catastrophic aggregate losses in
the face of correlated exposures among policyholders. The result is cyber insurance
policies with gaps in coverage and lower limits that do not indemnify insureds for many
cyber losses. Cyber risk is difficult to measure and price, with underwriting left to rely on
experience and judgement instead of credible quantitative methods possible in other lines
of insurance. The CRISM tool draws on a continuously updated vulnerability database that
accounts for the dynamic nature of cyber threats to estimate attack probabilities.
The development of a sustainable cyber insurance market is also hampered by the lack of
historical data as is the case for any relatively new risk. Even more worrisome is the
dynamic nature of cyber risk, which may render historical data less useful than for other
types of insurable risks. This paper proposes the CRISM tool to alleviate these issues and
enable insurers to offer policies that more fully cover cyber losses. Previous work finds that
a key issue for handling these problems is the inability of insurers to know the extent to
which organisations are implementing cybersecurity defences.
CRISM is a direct monitoring tool that surveys organisational networks with
continuously updated vulnerability information integrated with potential effects on related
corporate asset values. CRISM produces risk scores that can be used by insurance
underwriters and also by enterprise risk managers and information security officers to
prioritise cyber risk mitigation. While CRISM can be a useful tool for both insurers and the
insured, organisations are naturally hesitant to allow such outsider access to corporate
networks. Enterprises are realising the existential challenge posed by cyber risks and have
started to allow managed security service providers (MSSPs) access to their networks.27
MSSPs trusted by both insurer and insured could be intermediaries to provide CRISM
cyber scores to insurers. Until being allowed more access to organisational networks, cyber
insurance markets will remain lacking as insurers will not offer the full cyber insurance
coverage that policyholders desire. Cyber risk necessitates a full risk management process
in which organisations mitigate cyber risks to the point where the costs of mitigation equal
the benefits, and then decide on the amount to retain and to transfer. Direct monitoring by a
tool such as CRISM will be important in implementing effective and holistic cyber risk
management.
Future research based on this paper can follow various paths. The Bayesian probabilities
used in CRISM to generate risk scores can be improved by incorporating more data. For
example, by analysing databases containing large amounts of cyber event information, other
27
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factors could be determined to update probabilities and increase accuracy. Another
potentially fertile research track is using CRISM output in other models to further improve
risk-based pricing decisions for cyber insurance. One possibility is usage of CRISM risk
scores in an option theoretic approach for modelling the occurrence of cyber intrusions. To
determine the appropriate amount of capital reserving and the premium to charge for
coverages, an insurer needs to predict the claim count in a portfolio during the policy period,
which in the case of cyber insurance is the number of cyber incidents that are experienced by
policyholders. However, the number of occurrences and types of cyberattacks changes
dramatically from time to time, making predictions difficult using historical data. Option
theoretic approaches have been used for credit risk assessment and have been applied to many
other fields. This approach is based on incentives that motivate hackers and treat hacking
activity not as a random action, but triggered when the benefit to the hacker is greater than the
cost. With CRISM providing a quantitative measure of the security level, option theoretic
models can translate CRISM scores into more tangible risk assessment measures to help
insurers make better cyber risk measurement and insurance pricing decisions.
The attack graphs generated by CRISM do not have the capability of capturing zero-day
attacks, meaning attacks not based on known vulnerabilities. Research modelling human
behaviour to capture attacker intent and the effect on exploitability and impact scores could
be a productive avenue for understanding zero-day attacks. The Bayesian attack graph
framework allows the introduction of new causal relationships. Once developed, an
adversarial behaviour model can be integrated into the framework.
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